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Rationale

Student Uniform Policy

The Mundaring Christian College uniform is intended to support our sense of community and
healthy pride in our College, and to emphasise our character, organisation and commitment
to maintaining a level of dignity within the school’s dress standards. The way a student wears
his/her uniform reflects his/her own self-image and is also a measure of how they regard
other people.
Simplicity and neatness is emphasised in order to underline this principle, “Your beauty should
not come from outward adornment, such as elaborate hairstyles and the wearing of gold
jewellery or fine clothes. Rather, it should be that of your inner self, the unfading beauty of a
gentle and quiet spirit, which is of great worth in God’s sight.” 1 Peter 3:3-4 (NIV)

Responsibility to be Well Groomed

The proper wearing of College uniform (regular and sport uniform) is compulsory.
Parents/Guardians should ensure that their child’s uniform is being worn correctly, freshly
laundered and in good repair when they leave home.
It is the students’ responsibility to be fully prepared for each school day, which includes the
wearing of the correct school uniform at all times during the day.
Support of the Mundaring Christian College Uniform Policy is a condition of enrolment. Repeated
uniform breaches may involve a student being required to purchase items from the uniform shop, face
suspension, or their parent/guardian being requested to immediately collect their child from the
College.
All uniforms must be clearly labelled (with student’s full name) and it is the student’s
responsibility to care for each piece of attire while at school. Items of uniform are to be clean,
correctly sized and in good repair.
Winter uniform will be worn for Term 2 and Term 3, unless otherwise notified. Students with
special uniform needs can consult with the College for options.
Uniform Shop
College uniforms can be purchased directly from Mundaring Christian College at the Primary Campus: 1605
Walker Street, Mundaring, or online (see details below). Please contact the College Uniform Shop on 9295
0157 or mundaring.uniforms@permapleat.com.au for more information and to check current opening
hours.
Uniform items can be purchased online and will be delivered to the College Office at both the Primary and
the Secondary Campus for collection.
A Second-Hand uniform shop, run by parent volunteers is open at the Primary Campus on Thursdays from
3.00 to 4.00 pm.
Order Online
To order online follow this link: Order Online select the items to purchase and pay via the secure website. If
you have any questions regarding online ordering, please contact the College Office. The Athletes Foot in
Midland Gate donate $5.00 from every MCC student shoe sale to the College.
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General Guidelines
Hairstyles – Girls & Boys
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hair is to be neat, clean (frequently washed) and tidy.
All hair must be neatly styled and off the face.
Only natural hair colours are permitted. Extreme or excessively distinguishable multicoloured hair is not acceptable.
All students with hair touching the collar or longer must wear it tied back.
It is not acceptable for students to have patterns shaved into their hair.
Fringes must be kept out of the face and pinned back with a bobby pin if necessary.
Hair must not be shorter than a “Number 2”.
Hair ties or bands must be plain navy blue, black, white.
Students must be clean shaven. Sideburns must not extend below the earlobes.

Note:
The College Principal retains discretion to decide upon acceptable hair standards. Examples of unacceptable
styles are : Hair shaved shorter than “Number 2” length, mullets, undercuts, rats’ tails, sideburns,
unnaturally coloured hair, overly-gelled hair, spikes, afro, dreadlocks, rails and other styles popular from
time to time as decided by the College.

Make Up & Nail Polish
PP to Year 6:
•
•

Primary students are not permitted to wear any make-up, including foundation.
False nails, nail extensions and nail polish are not permitted for all students.

Years 7-12:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Secondary students are permitted to wear unnoticeable, natural-coloured
foundation.
No coloured lips, eye shadow, glitter or eyeliner is permitted.
Mascara must look natural.
No coloured nail polish is to be worn.
Nail extensions are not permitted within the College.
All nails must look natural and be a length and shape that allows students to engage
in the College curriculum.
For College events such as the College Ball, nail extensions and coloured nails may be
allowed for an allocated period of time.

Continued make-up issues will result in consequences and a parent interview as it is
preferred that this issue is supported by parents and adhered to without exception.
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Adornments
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A wristwatch may be worn.
Female students may wear two pairs of plain silver, gold studs or clear sparkling
gemstone or plain small full circle sleeper earring in the earlobe or helix (upper ear).
Earrings must be a maximum diameter of; sleeper 12mm, stud 5mm.
Male students may wear two pairs of small, clear (Transparent) plastic earring piercing retainers.
Students may wear one plain ring.
Students may wear a small chain necklace with a cross.
No other jewellery is acceptable, including rubber fundraising bands unless otherwise
agreed.
No Body piercings (other than in ears) are acceptable. This includes eyebrows and lip
piercings.
Students Years 7-12 may wear one transparent (invisible) nose stud piercing through the
nostril (side of nose) only.
Visible tattoos and/or body art are not permitted.

Camp and Casual Dress Day Guidelines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clothing is to be modest.
No skin-tight clothing, including short shorts, leggings and jeggings without covering.
No singlet or halter neck tops or halter neck dresses.
No offensive slogans or images on any clothing.
No bare midriffs.
All skirts and dresses are to touch the knees.
Closed-in footwear must be worn.
For Science, Home Economics and Technologies, students’ hair is to be tied back and
jewellery removed.
For Physical Education classes, sports shoes as outlined below.

Swimming bathers

Female students are to wear one-piece bathers or must wear a rashie with any two-piece bathers. College
bathers must be worn by male and females for Secondary Interschool Swimming Events.

Hats

Students are encouraged to be responsible for their own health and wear the College designated
hat (cap or wide brimmed hat) at all times when outdoors. Sun cream is available at Student
Services.

Year 12 Leavers Jackets

Year 12 students are be permitted to wear their Leavers jackets every day. The exception is when
there is a formal event or an excursion or if the jacket is dirty or in unprofessional condition. In
these circumstances, the College Jacket must be worn.

Excursions

Formal College uniform, or if appropriate College sport uniform is required for all excursions unless
otherwise notified. The Teacher in charge of the excursion will advise which is the correct uniform
for the event. Students who do not have the full correct uniform may not be allowed to attend the
excursion.
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Exemptions

In cases where a student for a medical reason needs an exemption or modification to a component
of the uniform and appearance guide, a medical certificate is required and will need to be
submitted to the Pastoral Care Teacher. Final formal approval must be given by the Student
Services Coordinator (Primary) or Head of Student Services (Secondary).

Failure to Meet Uniform or Appearance Expectations

Where a student does not wear the correct uniform in the suitable way or has not met the
appearance expectations this will be recorded as a uniform infringement with appropriate
consequences.
If a student is out of uniform, they should bring a note from home signed by their parent/guardian. This note
will be checked and signed by the student’s PC teacher. The note should state clearly which item of uniform
is unavailable, the reason for this, and the date when the student will be in correct uniform again.
Having a note does not necessarily diminish or remove the student’s responsibility to be prepared for the
school day and have the correct uniform. The remaining items of the school uniform must be worn.
Initially the class Teacher or PC Teacher will contact the parent and a plan devised to address the
issue within an agreed time period.
If resolution cannot be achieved, then the issue is referred to the Student Services Coordinator
(Primary) or Head of Student Services (Secondary) for action.
Failure to comply with the uniform policy may result in a suspension and if the infringement reoccurs then an enrolment review will result.
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All Students Shoe Policy
It is beneficial for children’s overall health to wear good shoes. Therefore, please assist us in caring for your child
by providing them with shoes that meet the Uniform Policy and provide protection for their feet.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plain black leather lace up style shoes that can be polished are to be worn all year. Shoes must be
regularly polished.
Shoelaces must be tied at all times. Velcro fastenings are acceptable for Year 1 and 2 only.
Shoes must cover full instep and be below the ankle, not a boot, sneaker or sport shoe
Non-leather uppers or punched holes completely through the shoe are unacceptable for safety reasons
Heels must not be more than 35mm high
Must cover the upper surface of the foot
No sandals are acceptable
Boys are to wear grey ankle length socks
Girls are to wear white ankle length socks without logo’s or words, or navy tights in winter.

To meet safety requirements, school shoes must provide physical protection to the foot in case of liquid spills,
falling objects and our unique bush environment. Heels that are too high and platforms that are too thick, or too
flexible, introduce danger as they present the possibility of ankle injury.
Students with black shoes will not be able to play in the Gym, unless their shoes have non-marking soles. If your
child does not have special sole shoes, they can still play in the Gym if they bring their sport shoes to change in
to for the session and change back again for the remainder of the day.

Acceptable School Shoes for Boys and Girls:

Sport Shoes
Students are required to wear proper sport shoes on sport days or for their sport class. Sports shoes must
be shock absorbing gym shoes (no volley OC’s, Vans, skate shoes or canvas casual shoes). Shoes must
be clean without holes or tearing. All students are to wear plain white ankle length socks. No logos
or words are permitted.
Please consult the College if you have any concerns about the acceptability of shoes you are
intending to purchase as unacceptable shoes will need to be replaced.
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Acceptable Sports Shoe Example:

________________________________________________________________________

Unacceptable shoes for girls include:
• Thin soled slip-on
• Laced ‘ballet’
• Flat thin soled
• Shoes without heel
• Black runners / sport
• Canvas
• Boot style
• Velcro fastened (allowed for ELC)
• Have coloured stitching
• Vans style shoes
________________________________________________________________________

Unacceptable shoes for boys include:
• Black leather slip-on
• Pointed or long angular toe
• Black runners / sport
• Shoes without heel
• Canvas
• Boot style
• Velcro fastened (allowed for ELC)
• Shoes with coloured stitching
• Vans style shoes
________________________________________________________________________

Unacceptable sport shoes include:
• Volleys
• Van style shoes
• Skate shoes
• Canvas casual shoes/chucks
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